CLOUD-BASED EDI SOLUTIONS

ADAPT QUICKLY TO EVOLVING EDI COMPLIANCE
PROGRAMS
If you’re a manufacturer looking to meet the complex EDI requirements of your trading
partners, DiCentral’s cloud-based EDI solution can help you automate your entire
supply chain.

EASY-TO-USE, FAST AND SIMPLE CLOUD-BASED EDI SOLUTION

BENEFITS:
› No up-front software investment
› User-friendly web solution
› Automatic order notification emails

DiCentral’s cloud-based EDI solution enables you to become instantly EDI-compliant
with your trading partner community. The solution features ready-made forms that
enables transactions to be effortlessly completed, validated and transmitted. Real-time
visibility of all documents throughout the entire supply chain are built-in to the cloud
solution at no additional cost. Proprietary adapters enable seamless integration to/
from any ERP or accounting system, including: Excel, Quickbooks or Xero.

› Forward transaction capability

DiCentral’s innovative EDI solution requires no additional software investment or
installment.

› Control of all EDI data at all times
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Entry-level monthly pricing plans for users
Accelerates trading documents processing time
Seamlessly migrates with your business operations with no interruption
Prints UCC-128 labels to any printer, which saves time waiting on label shipments and
money (through external printing, label software or templates purchase)
Proactively prevents chargebacks before they occur
Features thousands of ready-enabled trading members: retailers, 3PLs and manufacturers

REAL-TIME CUSTOMIZABLE DASHBOARD AND MOBILE ALERTS
DiCentral’s easy-to-use, customizable dashboard enables supply chain managers to
filter real-time information based on roles and preferences. Real-time notification
alerts can be sent to your mobile device to allow for quick response to critical
transactions.
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Filter real-time information based on your specific roles and preferences
Filter by the trading partners you want to track and the data you want to see
New Incoming Orders - Notifications every time a new purchase order arrives
Near Due Orders - Notifications that specified ship date is 1-15 days away
Past Due Orders - Notifications when a PO cancel date has elapsed
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› No-hassle shipping and packing
options
› No label software required
› Real-time data visibility
› Multiple-user login capability
› 24/7 customer support included
› Dramatically reduce charge-backs

CAPABILITIES:
› Easy UCC-128 label printing to any
printer
› Connect to ANY retailer or trading
partner that utilizes EDI
› Create sub-accounts or group user
accounts
› Cross reference table to streamline
your supply chain process
› Update ASN to speed up your order
system and increase productivity
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT
FEATURES OFFERED

TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS VALUES

FEATURES OFFERED

BUSINESS VALUES

No up-front investment

Reduce infrastructure expenditures with services that pay off
from the start.

Detailed email
notification status

Email reminders notify users of incoming
transactions or transaction errors.

Preserve existing
infrastructure

Works with existing hardware and software.

Easily archive
documents

Secure, remote, line-item level data
storage.

IT resources to more strategic activities. Avoid
No ongoing maintenance Re-deploy
expense of traditional EDI maintenance.

Advanced document
search

Complete data visibility.

Community-based
trading partner network

Document status
update

Up-to-the-minute document status after
transmission.

Document matching

Workflow visibility. Search-related
documents (e.g. PO, ASN, invoice) from a
single transaction or document number.

Complete transaction
visibility

See both line-item details and trading
partner relationships.

Trading partner
management

Our call center manages community
registration and customer support.

Carbon copy

Automatically forwards sent or received
documents to a third-party. User can
also receive carbon copied orders from
one location and return documents to a
different location.

Document default
settings

Common values can be set as a default
for many fields on the document’s forms.

Our host network makes it easy and inexpensive to expand
your industry trading partner base.

TRANSACTION PROCESSING
FEATURES OFFERED

BUSINESS VALUES

Upload/download files
from browser

Easy manual integration with the low-end ERP systems helps
increase the adoption rate.

Saves electronic form
document drafts on local
drive

The user can save electronic form data onto local drive to
create business data templates or for later completion of
transaction.

Save draft on DiCentral
server

Save validated copy of transaction before sending or for later
transmission.

Save Ship Notice draft

Use to create labels before transmitting the Ship Notice/
Manifest (856).

One-click document
turnaround

One-click pre-populated conversion data from one document
to another - i.e. purchase order (PO) to invoice. Minimizes the
need for manual data entry by low-volume trading partners.

One-click UCC 128 label
printing

Label creation is completely integrated, without a need for
third-party label software or templates. Create ship notices,
invoices and labels from the same screen.

View/print in HTML
format

Easily readable display for printout or email forwarding.

Printing

Form-based print display.

Print in report format

Line-item detail data display.

Forward transactions

Manually forward incoming documents to anyone in your
forwarding list. Can be used by brokers to forward a PO to
multiple manufacturers based on the PO items ordered.

Split ASN

User can create a consolidated ASN quickly from multiple
POs in the inbox, then split that ASN from the outbox into
multiple ASNs for submission to trading partners who do not
accept consolidated ASNs.

Turnaround Outbox
(Carbon Copy)

Convert an outgoing document into a variation of the same
document, for third-party carbon copying that meets their
specifications.

Back Order

User can modify a PO to generate a separate back order
PO for back ordered items. Return documents can then be
created both from the modified original PO and the back
order PO.

Bundle to Shop Notice

Used to create a consolidated ASN/Ship Notice (856).
Combine multiple store POs into a single document.

Combine ASN

User can create highly-customized “Pick & Pack” ASNs for
single stores, then combine ASNs in the outbox to create a
single consolidated ASN.

Packing Slip

The packing slip is created from a completed ASN and is
packed into the shipping carton(s). Follows the specifications
provided by your trading partner.

Bill of Lading

The VICS–standard Bill of Lading number can be
automatically generated for use with the ASN of a Bill of
Lading document.

Modify ASN (Draft)

Simultaneously edit multiple ASNs in your outbox without
duplicate manual data entry.
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TECHNOLOGY
FEATURES OFFERED

BUSINESS VALUES

Any type of transaction

Flexibility to adapt to changing business
requirements. Integrate exchangegenerated transaction information
(inbound POs, requisition information,
order status, etc.) into the enterprise’s
information systems. Easy transition to
current new technologies today and for
the future.

Any type of format or
communication

Links your company to all trading
partners without investing in
new technology. Preserves the IT
infrastructure.

Triple layer security

Transactions safe from unauthorized
access. The most secure technology
available: SSI, Microsoft Crypto, PGP and
DiCentral proprietary methods.

Back-end automated
integration with plug-in
adapter support

Seamless integration across all major
business applications. A total end-to-end
automation to help enterprises reduce
the costs of manual process.

Self-registration

Easy online sign-up at the trading
partners’ convenience.

Self & Dynamic data
mapping for SMEs, Self
& Dynamic form display
mapping for ASCII

The simple way to perform and
verify data self-mapping from their
browser, while minimizing the need for
integration. Manually customize maps
and forms as requirements change.

Field validation for
electronic form

Instant error detection before
transmission. Electronic forms address
the needs of customers to integrate their
small or low-volume trading partners
without any hassle. Data entered must
comply with business rules built-in to
the form before it can be transmitted
to the enterprise. Minimizes the cost of
troubleshooting and re-transmitting.

World–class Data
Center

Secure and fault-tolerant computing
environment.

